
Back 2 Lay Staking Plans 

Back 2 Lay 

The simplest B2L option is taking a price pre-race and closing the position in-running at half the odds 

you originally took with double the stake as a lay bet to leave an equal profit on the field. 

Example: 

• Opening Position (Bet) - £50 at 7.0 

• Closing Position (Lay Bet) - £100 at 3.50 

• Profits: Equal profits across the field of £50 

Back 2 Lay (Field) 

This is a variation of the option above in the fact of taking a price pre-race and closing the position 

in-running at half the odds, but when you close you leaving all the profits on the field and no profits 

on the horse. If the horse gets beat then you will increase you profit by 40% against the original B2L 

option, this is obtained by placing 20% more into the market on the lay bet than original B2L option. 

Example: 

• Opening Position (Bet) - £50 at 7.0 

• Closing Position (Lay Bet) - £120 at 3.50 

• Profits: £0 on the horse you selected and £70 on the field. 

Back 2 Lay (30/50) 

This is a variation of the B2L option above in the fact of taking a price pre-race and you place two 

closing lay bets into the market. The first is at 30% lower than the price you took pre-race covering 

your initial stake; the second is at 50% lower leaving equal profits on the field. 

Example: 

• Opening Position (Bet) - £50 at 7.0 

• Closing Position 1 (Lay Bet) - £50 at 4.90 (To get the 30% price point you times the 

opening position price by 0.70 (7.0 x 0.70 = 4.90)) 

• Closing Position 2 (Lay Bet) - £30 at 3.50 

• Profits: Equal profits across the field of £30 

 

 

 



Back 2 Lay (30/50 Field) 

This is a variation of the B2L 30/50 in the fact that you place two closing lay bets into the market. 

The first is at 30% lower than the price you took pre-race covering your initial stake; the second is at 

50% leaving all your profits on the field and nothing on your selection. If the horse gets beat then 

you will increase you profit by 25% against the original B2L (30/50) option, this is obtained by placing 

33% more into the market on the second closing position of 30/50 option. 

Example: 

• Opening Position (Bet) - £50 at 7.0 

• Closing Position 1 (Lay Bet) - £50 at 4.90 (To get the 30% price point you times the 

opening position price by 0.70 (7.0 x 0.70 = 4.90)) 

• Closing Position 2 (Lay Bet) - £40 at 3.50 

• Profits: £0 on the horse you selected and £40 on the field.  

Back 2 Lay (Quick Strike 10) 

This is a variation is slightly different in terms that place double the amount of money into the 

market as the original B2L option (In our examples £100 instead of £50). It also works with a defined 

stop loss option that is similar to your potential profits, the thought process is to gain quick profits 

on front running horses. 

Example: 

• Opening Position (Bet) - £100 at 8.0 

• Closing Position (Lay Bet) - £115 at 7.20 (To get the 10% price point you times the 

opening position price by 0.90 (8.0 x 0.90 = 7.20)) 

• Profits: You will have £15 on the field and slightly less on the horse. 

• Stop Loss (max risk £20) in this example the SL would be at 10.0 

Back 2 Lay (Quick Strike 20) 

This is a more aggressive the QS10 option as you’re going for a 20% lower in-running price It also 

works with a defined stop loss option that is similar to your potential profits, the thought process is 

to gain quick profits on front running horses. 

Example: 

• Opening Position (Bet) - £100 at 8.0 

• Closing Position (Lay Bet) - £130 at 6.40 (To get the 20% price point you times the 

opening position price by 0.80 (8.0 x 0.90 = 6.40)) 

• Profits: You will have £30 on the field and slightly less on the horse. 

• Stop Loss (max risk £30) in this example the SL would be at 11.50 

 



Back 2 Lay (Over Lay) 

This is a variation of the B2L 30/50 in the fact that you place two closing lay bets into the market. 

The first is at 40% lower than the price you took pre-race covering your initial stake; the second is at 

60% leaving equal profits on the field. 

Example: 

• Opening Position (Bet) - £50 at 7.0 

• Closing Position 1 (Lay Bet) - £50 at 4.20 (To get the 40% price point you times the 

opening position price by 0.60 (7.0 x 0.60 = 4.20)) 

• Closing Position 2 (Lay Bet) - £50 at 2.80 (To get the 60% price point you times the 

opening position price by 0.40 (7.0 x 0.40 = 2.80)) 

• Profits: Equal profits across the field of £50 

Back 2 Lay (Over Lay Field) 

This is a variation of the B2L 30/50 in the fact that you place two closing lay bets into the market. 

The first is at 40% lower than the price you took pre-race covering your initial stake; the second is at 

60% leaving all your profits on the field and nothing on your selection. If the horse gets beat then 

you will increase you profit by 50% against the original B2L (Over Lay) option, this is obtained by 

placing 50% more into the market on the second closing position of Over Lay option. 

Example: 

• Opening Position (Bet) - £50 at 7.0 

• Closing Position 1 (Lay Bet) - £50 at 4.20 (To get the 40% price point you times the 

opening position price by 0.60 (7.0 x 0.60 = 4.20)) 

• Closing Position 2 (Lay Bet) - £75 at 2.80 (To get the 60% price point you times the 

opening position price by 0.40 (7.0 x 0.40 = 2.80)) 

• Profits: Equal profits across the field of £75 

Back 2 Lay (40) 

This is the same as the original B2L option but you close your position at 40% lower in-running rather 

than 50% lower in-running, leaving equal profits across the field 

Example: 

• Opening Position (Bet) - £50 at 7.0 

• Closing Position (Lay Bet) - £85 at 4.20 

• Profits: guarantees £35 profit on the field and variable profits on horse. 

 

 

 



Back 2 Lay (60) 

This is the same as the original B2L option but you close your position at 60% lower in-running rather 

than 50% lower in-running, leaving equal profits across the field 

Example: 

• Opening Position (Bet) - £50 at 7.0 

• Closing Position (Lay Bet) - £125 at 2.80 

• Profits: guarantees £75 profit on the field  

Back 2 Lay (Trade) 

In this option you use the same stake as the Quick Strike Options (in our example £100) and you’re 
looking to gain pre-race profits that can be recycled in-running giving you a potentially risk free B2L. 

With this Option you can choose any horse in the field (it doesn’t have to be B2L horse) as if you find 
a steamer you will be greening up pre-race and then using the green book as your opening position. 

Example: 

• Pre Race Opening Position (Bet) - £100 at 7.0 

• Pre Race Closing Position (Lay Bet) - £125 at 5.60 giving a green book of £25 

Then you look to recycle these profits on a B2L Selection, this may be placed just before the off if on 

a different horse or if wanting to be with the horse that has shortened then you ask for the same pre 

race as you did for the trade (7.0) 

• Opening Position (Bet) - £25 at 7.0 

• Closing Position 1 (Lay Bet) - £25 at 4.90 (To get the 30% price point you times the 

opening position price by 0.70 (7.0 x 0.70 = 4.90)) 

• Closing Position 2 (Lay Bet) - £15 at 3.50 

• Profits: guarantees £40 profit on the field 

Note: The closing position 2 is always 0.6 x your stake, as you will have variable profits from taking 

this option. 

 

Back 2 Lay (Double Bubble) 

This is an extremely aggressive trading option as you could lose double your initial stake, but played 

right can give you plenty of exit opportunities and can be played with any of the B2L options apart 

from the Quick Strike. 

What you’re looking to do is open a new B2L position (30/50) once the race goes in-play and the 

horse you have a B2L position open trades 1.40 bigger in-running, then you strike in the market a 

second opening position. 



In the example below we will look at standard B2L combined with the double bubble options. 

Example: 

• Opening Position (Bet) - £50 at 7.0 

• Closing Position (Lay Bet) - £100 at 3.50 

• Profits: Equal profits across the field of £50 

To get your double bubble price in-running you times 7.0 by 1.40 = 9.80 in this example and if you 

open this position you must cancel closing position/s and enter the following. 

• Double Bubble Opening Position (Bet) - £50 at 9.8 

• Double Bubble Closing Position 1 (Lay Bet) - £50 at 6.80 (To get the 30% price point you 

times the opening position price by 0.70 (9.8 x 0.70 = 6.80)) 

• Double Bubble Closing Position 2 (Lay Bet) - £50 at 4.90 (50% lower) 

• At this point you have £0 liabilities on the field 

• Double Bubble Closing Position 3 (Lay Bet) - £70 at 3.50 (the 50% lower of original 

opening position. 

• Profits: This should give you roughly equal profits on the field. 

Lay 2 Back (30) 

This type of trading is more aggressive than B2L as you have a bigger liability (red book) on the horse 

as you will be required to place double the recommended stakes (£100) we have been working to 

with B2L 

With all L2B options we work with a stop loss in the same way as the quick strike options, but if used 

wisely this type of trading can produce a nice drip of profits on horses running poor. 

 Example: 

• Opening Position (Lay Bet) - £100 at 3.00 (£200 liability) 

• Closing Position (Bet) - £70 at 4.50 

• Profits: You will have profits of £30 on field and slightly more horse given the prices that 

I recommend that you lay at. 

• Stop Loss (max risk £43) in this example the SL would be at 2.10 

 

Lay 2 Back (50Field) 

This is more aggressive than the L2B (30) option as you will be looking to make an equal £50 on the 

race so it requires you to ask for a slightly bigger price in-running. 

So effectively you’re saying the horse will trade at the higher price before hitting your stop loss and 
with good profiling of horses can pay dividends. 

 Example: 



• Opening Position (Lay Bet) - £100 at 3.00 (£200 liability) 

• Closing Position (Bet) - £50 at 6.00 

• Profits: You will have Equal Profits across the field 

• Stop Loss (max risk £43) in this example the SL would be at 2.10 

Lay 2 Back – Back 2 Lay (50) 

This strategy follows the same opening and closing principles as L2B (30) but instead of taking the 

green book you close this position with £100 giving you a risk free go that the horse will trade short 

and increasing your green book. 

Once matched with your bet, you place an additional laybet in the market 10% lower than the price 

you originally entered the market. 

Using software then you can just hit green at that price for an equal green book, if you doing it 

manually through the software I recommend that put £50 giving you a minimum £50 profit no 

matter what happens. 

 Example: 

• Opening Position (Lay Bet) - £100 at 3.00 (£200 liability) 

• Closing Position 1 (Bet) - £100 at 4.50 

• Closing Position 2 (Lay Bet) - £50 at 2.70 

• Profits: You will at least £50 on the field and slightly more in most cases on the horse if it 

wins. 

• Stop Loss (max risk £43) in this example the SL would be at 2.10 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lay 2 Back – Back 2 Lay (25) 

This strategy is playing at higher prices than L2B-B2L (50) so we cut the stakes in half (£50) so we can 

get involved in those prices and you open and exit in the same. 

Once matched with your bet, you place an additional laybet in the market 10% lower than the price 

you originally entered the market. 



Using software then you can just hit green at that price for an equal green book, if you doing it 

manually through the software I recommend that put £25 giving you slightly more profit on the field 

 Example: 

• Opening Position (Lay Bet) - £50 at 7.00 (£300 liability) 

• Closing Position 1 (Bet) - £50 at 10.0 

• Closing Position 2 (Lay Bet) - £25 at 6.40 

• Profits: You will at least £25 on the field and slightly less on the horse if it wins. 

• Stop Loss (max risk £33) in this example the SL would be at 4.20 

 

LAY 2 BACK DISCLAIMER 

It should be noted that with any Lay 2 Back option there will be some occasions that you stop loss 

will be activated and not matched and you could lose all of your risk. 


